Antibody drug conjugates are created by linking a potent small molecule to a monoclonal antibody. Due to the small molecule property, the chemical linking chemistry and different amino acid conjugation, ADC exhibits a more complex and heterogeneous structure than the parent monoclonal antibody. Analytical techniques are employed for product and process characterization for lot release and product stability studies. Depending on the structure, the analytical method (column phase, mobile phase etc.) of parent mAb may not work for the corresponding ADC.

In this poster, we would like to present the ADC characterization in the following areas:

- ADC aggregate, monomer and fragment analysis using Zenix®-C SEC-300 size exclusion chromatography. This analysis can be part of the ADC lot release and stability assays.
- Free small molecule drugs analysis after the conjugation reaction can be achieved with Zenix®-C SEC-80 (the smallest pore size 80 Å in the Sepax SEC product line).
- Intact ADC with different hydrophobicity variants can be analyzed by polymer based reversed-phase chromatography.
- ADC charge variants can be analyzed and fraction collected off Sepax cation exchange chromatography for further characterization.

EXPERIMENTAL

Columns: Zenix® -C SEC-300 (3 μm, 7.8 x 300 mm)
Zenix® -C SEC-80 (3 μm, 4.6 x 50 mm)
PolyRP-1000 (5 μm, 2.1 x 100 mm)
Proteomix® SCX (5 μm, 4.6 x 250 mm PEEK)

Samples: monoclonal antibody, antibody drug conjugates, small molecule drug
Running condition: see detail result section
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CONCLUSION

- Zenix®-C SEC phase has better recovery and separation for antibody drug conjugate, which has secondary interaction with traditional resin surface due to the hydrophobic property from the conjugated small drugs.
- Different mobile phase additives such as organics, chaotropic agent can improve the sample recovery and separation resolution depending on individual ADCs.
- Smaller pore size Zenix®-C SEC is proven to be beneficial in free drug analysis, which can be in line with mass spectrometry with volatile mobile phases.
- With small particle size and short column, PolyRP reversed-phase chromatography provides high throughput, resolution and fast analysis of intact mAb, ADC with online mass spec analysis capability.
- Proteomix® SCX can provide charge variants study for antibody drug conjugates. Conjugated and free mAb can be separated due to the different protein surface charges. Further characterization on the collect fractions of individual peaks is needed to identify the nature of those charge variants.